Jeff McBride – MAN IN MOTION

by Deana Murray

Jeff McBride leads by movement.
He is a man in motion.

In his magic, he leads with an extended glance or posture,

pointing in the direction he wants you to look. At magic conventions and festivals of all kinds,
and frankly, in the world at large, he leads by example. He is - constantly moving - in an
interaction he calls being a magician 24/7. By
definition, a star is made of five arrows, making a point
into the horizon of each direction. This is the perfect
symbol for the infinite range of Jeff’s reach as a
magician, a teacher, drummer, web master, and writer.
All of these are very much in the moment activities and
all are about the movement from one place to another.
His bright light shines like a beacon for those willing to
follow his lead. His path parallels and intersects people
of all ages and stages along a very magical journey.
Jeff has been “on the move” since about 8. He started
studying and training in skills that he could build upon.
Music, Magic, Martial Arts, Kabuki Theater, Mime
School… social and cultural experiences, and books of
all kinds opened his eyes to the world. He excels in
many techniques and philosophies. He grew (and so did his magic) into a solid act, performing
6 shows a day for ten summers running at the Orange County Fair in New York. He honed his
audience skills at the IBIS Club in NYC, after which he traveled as the ‘opening act’ for other
entertainers. Brief, although memorable events kept stacking up… Steve Wynn discovered
Jeff performing at Radio City Music Hall, where he opened for Diana Ross. The Wynn-WIN
scenario became a ‘Headline Show’ at the Las Vegas Hilton when Jeff was only 25.
Although this fulfilled one dream, Jeff didn’t even make the cast party when it was over. He’d
decided ‘to move’ onto the next stage of his life and was summoned by the drums to a festival
called “The Rites of Spring” out in the desert. Little did he know that he would meet Abigail
Spinner that very weekend. Abbi is Jeff’s lifetime friend (now wife), assistant, muse and oracle,
who also drums – for and with Jeff. She teaches and creates magic, dance and music of her
own with ease and grace. She speaks in several languages.

Jeff was honored in Stan Allen’s Magic Magaizine as one of the “Top 100 most influential
magicians”. I’ve known this for decades, since our first introduction by Joe Stevens at the
Desert Magic Seminar. But, over the past month, I managed to catch Jeff in motion to fully
understand, re-discover and experience the many reasons why…

Magic & Mystery
School. I arrived at their
home in Las Vegas for this
4-day Seminar (one of a
dozen offered) about the
parallels of Magic and
Medicine. Eugene Burger,
the Dean
of the
School,
Larry
Hass,
Ph.D.,
Ricardo
Rosenkranz, M.D. and Abbi
greeted our group of medical professionals and magicians. [Jeff had been slightly delayed in
returning from doing a seminar with GASTON in France and others at BLACKPOOL and around
the United Kingdom so he literally, entered the door running.] Our sessions were about intent
and purpose, healing and transformation, and from different perspectives throughout the
process. You couldn’t help but connect, as everyone added their own insights. I highly
recommend this experience!

MAGICAL WISDOM Webcast*. I stayed
over to watch him interview Eugene Burger,
other magicians and a student of the recent
class -- and then me, on his Monday night
show. This was a Live-Webcast… virtual and
reality at its best. It’s a casual and friendly
format of celebrity news and video clips. Jeff
directed the course of the show with
precision and laughter.

And the VIRTUAL MAGIC AND
MYSTERY SCHOOL. {*Log on to: MAGIC MYSTERY SCHOOL, or enter through

mcbridemagic.tv or mcbridemagic.com} Mostly FREE, these are websites full of advice,
instructions and introductions to the history, sources and heroes of magic… Streams of
interviews and performances. A-MAZE-ZING (my description) levels of membership and
scholarship support. (Jeff will also teach students using SKYPE.)

“The SHOW DOCTOR” I read Jeff’s latest book. A first of its kind, published in print and
digital edition. Each chapter diagnoses symptoms of a magician’s “dis-ease” with prescriptions
like, “Purchase or Polish” or “Less-on vs. More-on” These ‘tongue-in-cheek’ vignettes started as
a column in the very first issue of Magic Magazine. The book is an edited, compiled version of
that column and over 45 others that followed with embedded videos, slide shows, pop-up
windows, active links, and chapter-to-chapter navigation.
It should come as no surprise that Jeff leads in the future of magic via the internet. It too, being
fluid and always in motion. The BIG
QUESTION is how the future gets shaped
around this relatively new cultural
experience caused by technology and its
devices without getting overwhelmed or
secrets over-exposed. I asked if there has

been an audience shift. Are
demographics changing? Jeff smiled and
said, “The way we search, look at,
follow, learn techniques or specific
effects, critique performances…is
changing. But the real MOVEMENT is how we interact through the internet in a way that
was not earlier possible.” He believes in old school values, best practices, best use of time, and
that, personal contact is essential in building relationships. But when time, travel distances
and financial considerations make it otherwise impossible, the internet opens into an ocean of
access. Is this a good thing? Doesn’t keeping secrets become harder as access becomes easier?
Jeff reassures me that “magic is more than just the secrets, like music is more than just the
notes.” Eugene Burger adds, “Don’t announce the name of any prop that can be looked up.”

JEFF PERFORMS LIVE for magicians about half the time and non-magicians the other half, for
what he calls ‘an APPLAUDIENCE’. He believes, “Collective conscious leads to collective
awareness.” So, he moves through a crowd, deliberately engaging his audiences; not to hold
props, but to share in the experience. One way
or another, we are vested in the outcome. Jeff
appeals to all ages by incorporating different
techniques and personas into each segment of
an act. He shows his coin and card skills (for
which he holds 3 Guinness World Records),
lights and fans, his most notable use of masks,
highly visual streamers, mime, imagery and
metaphor. Everything has a rhythm and a
reason. His memory skills are amazing (to which
he attributes not having a t.v. in his home for
nearly two decades). But one of my favorites in Jeff’s repertoire is his initiation routine. …..
At the Mercury Café in Denver, Colorado he tapped a silver bucket with a wand and it rang out.
Encouraging a couple of random people to strike the bucket resulted in the sound of a ‘clank’.
Jeff found a kid (oh, say 8 years old) to match the ringing sound of his wand, then slowly backed
up to the stage without saying a word. The kid, lead by the beat of a drum, followed Jeff by
matching each of the rings with
his own. Jeff allows for
improv… and there is a point
where ‘the moment’ just takes
over. Jeff’s instructions were in
poses and gestures and pointing
out where to look. Then Jeff

showed the kid the ‘riches within himself’ (in the form of
coins) which came pouring out of his ears and mouth. They
fell into the very bucket that first recognized this kid’s
connection to magic and another magician. He is rewarded
with a wand for his contributions and newly discovered

abilities and returned to the audience – initiated - with these instructions… (A message for all
of us, perhaps.) “The real magic is not found within the tools, but within the magician. The
wand is a symbol of your potential.”
Leading becomes part journey, part destination, use of resources, chemistry, the push of the
winds and the release of the drums. It doesn’t hurt to have a sense of self, a double-dose of
charisma, an extensive and well-read library, a good sense of humor and adventure with a
generous spirit. Ken Weber says that, “Jeff has a vision of what magic is, could be, should be
and a passion too strong to be kept to himself.” I’ve watched Jeff inspire and entertain as he
boldly leads us to a place where we’re beating our own drum. Perhaps arriving at our own
destinations – ultimately, ourselves – in a better future. I’m thinking, HOW IRONIC it is to be
sitting in a dentist’s chair at the end of this month with the same kind of feeling inspired by
Jeff’s magic and teaching. Spinning, euphoric, without pain, and with a renewed smile.

Did you know that the first card in a Tarot deck is the magician? One hand is directed toward
the ground, the other towards the sky. Above the magician’s head is the symbol for infinity.
Pointing from ‘here to there’ with infinite possibilities. That’s JEFF McBRIDE all right!!! He says,
“A goal is a dream with a deadline.” And then moves toward it.

